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Abstract: Concurrent enterprises and networks of business processes cannot function without each other. Co-

operation in networks allows for faster reaction to business opportunities. Co-operation requires that the business

processes and information technology (IT) systems within and between companies are well-aligned with the
demands their environment puts upon them. This requires a careful and effective analysis and design of business

processes from a customer-to-customer perspective. Moreover, the introduction of IT for effective business

network operations and co-ordination will only function in a predictable way when one has an accurate (design)

model of the interaction and co-operation in the network. Therefore a good model is essential. In this paper we

show how modelling and analysis principles we developed for business process engineering can be used in

business network engineering. We also introduce a visual design studio developed for this purpose. This visual
design studio enables business process engineers to capture and analyse both structural and behavioural aspects

of (networks of) business processes in terms of models without having to actually build these processes first.

Models created with this visual design studio can be analyzed and reconfigured on the basis of various business

scenarios and perspectives and/or new technological possibilities. In the same way the strategic benefit of IT for

business processes and networks can be analysed and demonstrated. We furthermore discuss the additional

endeavors confronted with in business network engineering projects in contrast to business process engineering.
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1 Introduction

The information society is coming of age. New electronic ways of co-operation and doing

business are emerging. There is much interest in the approaches, possibilities, benefits and

best practices of this new paradigm. For instance, under the 5
th
 Framework program for

research and technological development of the European Union (1998-2002) the information

society technology program will focus its key actions (new methods of work and electronic

commerce) on addressing these issues in particular.

Information technology (IT) bridges time and geographic limitations and allows structuring

information-intensive co-operation and work-distribution in a more flexible way. Basically,

the new way of working can be envisioned as a network of distributed processes (performed

by teams of distributed actors and resources) that interact as customers and servers. Such

ways of working are only effectively possible (given cost and timeliness criteria) by using IT.

The interest in the strategic use of the increasing possibilities of IT has been a major

management and consultancy issue in the last decade. It was concluded that the benefits of IT

are only marginal if superimposed on current organisational strategy, processes and systems
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[2,17]. Business process (re)engineering was proposed as a discipline. To really benefit,

business processes and IT innovation should keep pace. The enabling factor of IT is best

achieved when business processes are also innovated. Furthermore, such business process

innovation can often only be realized with the introduction of this new technology.

Advocated business process engineering approaches supported just that; identify, model,

analyse and innovate business processes with the use of IT [2]. Given the fact that business

networks function as a network of linked business processes, can we extend these approaches

and make them applicable for business network engineering?

Effective business networks consist of well aligned business processes crossing inter- en

intra-organisational boundaries. As with individual business processes, the business networks

should respond adequately to their customers, be cost-effective and provide sound quality.

This demands a careful and effective (design) analysis of the networked business processes

from a customer-to-customer perspective. Moreover, the introduction of new IT for enabling

effective business network operations and co-ordination will only function in a predictable

way when one has an accurate (design) model of the interaction and co-operation in the

network. So a good model is essential. This is accepted for the design and analysis of single

processes [14]. We argue it is even more crucial for networked business processes.

This paper contributes to design support for business process and business network

engineering. We introduce modelling and analysis principles for this purpose. We introduce a

visual design studio supporting these principles with computer design tools. This visual

design studio enables business process engineers to capture and analyse both structural and

behavioural aspects of networked business processes without having to actually build these

processes first (see figure 1). In the same way the potential benefit of supporting IT can be

shown. Models built using this visual design studio can be analyzed and reconfigured on the

basis of various business scenarios and perspectives and/or new technological possibilities.

We demonstrate the applicability of these business process engineering principles to business

network engineering. The research and pilot-studies for this paper were conducted for and

together with leading firms and institutions in financial services in Europe (see

acknowledgements).
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Figure 1:  A model-based approach to business process change

We focus the discussion in the article to engineering principles for analysis and design of

operational networked processes. It is evident that research & development and new product

development projects need major knowledge management initiatives to be successful. Also

strategic positioning considerations concerning which market to enter, with whom to co-

operate, giving priorities to certain products and services or customer-segments, what service

level agreements are offered in the end, etc. are of major importance for the actual success of

networked processes. The treatment of these management issues goes beyond the scope of

this paper but must be clear before even starting to analyse and design networked processes.

We refer to [2] for the discussion of global steps in strategic business process innovation.



2 The strategic role of information technology in (networked) processes

Popular uses today of IT-applications in information-intensive business process and network

setting are supply chain systems, workflow and process management solutions, document

imaging applications, call-centres and electronic commerce solutions. These applications are

(to be) working together with internal information (management) systems. The Internet is

more and more accepted as business infrastructure of the future, acting as the backbone for

the mentioned applications.

Electronic commerce refers to electronic ways of co-operation and doing business by use of

IT. Electronic commerce brings down the costs for all typical inter-business actions and

makes them more effective by bridging time and distance electronically. Typical (inter- and

intra-) business actions are browsing, marketing, purchasing, negotiation, contracting,

delivery, invoicing, settlement and process and business network co-ordination. Moreover, IT

will further give raise to the emergence of new business processes and business networks and

new types of co-operations and organisational forms. Examples are (cyber) intermediaries

searching for best deals and/or collecting customer information, electronic auction places,

trusted third parties for notarial actions in electronic transactions and virtual networked

organisations co-ordinated by advanced process co-ordination tools.

As Venkatraman [17] points out clearly, IT can be used to innovate at different levels of co-

operation; e.g. localized exploitation, business network redesign and business scope

redefinition. Localized exploitation of IT can reduce cost and increase speed. Such use of IT

is not revolutionary and is easily copied by competitors. Internal integration of business

processes crossing organisational boundaries through IT is of greater strategic importance.

Such integration should be designed through the eyes of potential customers of the process.

Too often, however, the focus shifts towards technical integration issues which is ‘only’ a

necessary prerequisite. Business network redesign refers to using IT between organisations to

streamline, co-ordinate and control the interlinked business processes. This may lead to

cutting out certain process-parts in the network which are redundant or may lead to further

specialisation of certain process-parts to meet performance and quality measures of the total

network. Interoperability of organisation, processes and systems is a major challenge here.

Finally, business scope redefinition is a higher level of innovation through transformation

enabled by IT. Co-operating organisations reconsider what is done inside the firm (internal

processes) and what is obtained new through external relationships. The latter is an activity

with strategic choices and high risks.

In any case, IT should not simply superimpose on current organisational structures, processes

or networks for co-operation. Simultaneously reconsidering and innovating these ways of co-

operation hand-in-hand with the way to use IT, using customer service levels, costs and

quality as design criteria, yield better results.

3 Business processes and business networks

Changes in business processes are the order of the day. New business opportunities are

constantly appearing in the market place, in the form of new products, more efficient

processes, networked business and alternative distribution channels made possible by IT. In

addition, the demands of critical customers (effective customer response), intensified

competition and changes in legislation (especially true for the financial service sector)

necessitate constant innovation in business operations. In other words, flexibility is vital.

Hence the question is not whether companies should modify their products and processes, but

how they can do so in a responsible way.

A business process comprises the whole of activities that occur between the request of a

service of product and its delivery. In short: from the customer to the customer. We



distinguish core, support and management processes [6]. Core processes provide services to

external customers, support processes provide services to internal customers (and thus

contribute indirectly to services to external customers). Management processes control the

core and support processes, plan the business organisation and initiate change trajectories [4].

So, (networked) business processes create products and services of value for customers.

Many parties co-operate and do business together (in networks) to realize these products and

services. Imagine a customer claiming car-repair based on an insurance policy. Parties such

as the customer, the insurance company, the garage, car-delivery logistics providers, banks

and possible intermediaries co-operate in this business transaction (see e.g. figures 2-4). The

internal business processes of these companies must synchronize to effectively deliver this

service.

A business network consists of the co-operation of actors in a chain to produce products and

services of value for the end-customer. The network is integrally managed regarding

organisation, procedures and technical systems. Business networks can be considered as

horizontal integration of core processes to handle each customer engagement with guaranteed

service. Vertical integration on the other hand focuses on integrating and optimizing each

separate business function to achieve cost-efficiency. Indeed responsiveness, quality and cost

are service parameters in the network design.

Each individual knows his or her task within the company and will aim at executing this task

as efficiently as possible. However, companies are not judged by individual tasks but by the

execution of business processes. These processes concern co-operations, dependencies,

different roles and contributions of people, resources and information. Insight in the entire

chain of activities from customer to customer will uncover bottlenecks and enables

employees to anticipate and control these events themselves. This is why process

improvement or redesign takes the entire chain or network as its starting point. A model of

the entire chain can provide this insight (see also [6,14]).

Thus, networked business processes are linked (across internal and external organisational

boundaries). To design networked business processes (and supporting IT-systems) it is

essential to take the paradigm of customer-to-customer processes. Such processes need

integral management functions for the entire chain (for logistics, organisational design, IT

support, etc.) to co-ordinate and synchronise all activities successfully.

Business network co-ordination models for different sectors are not alike. What works for a

company in packaged goods will not make sense for a company in insurance. The key to

implementing useful business network co-ordination systems is to be certain that the model

includes all essential characteristics of the business network so that co-ordination can be

effective and performance can be enhanced and measured. Moreover, business network

(re)engineering is a continuous process. Enterprises evolve, new opportunities for business

and improvement appear. This demands flexible process structures.

4 Methodology and tool support

The Testbed Consortium [3] is currently developing a systematic approach for business

process engineering. One can use this approach to analyse and prepare changes in business

processes and supporting IT applications before proceeding to actual implementation. This

provides one with early insight into the implications of changes, from both a business

perspective (customers, completion times) and an operational perspective (costs, distribution

of work, automation). The main users of Testbed are business consultants. Testbed stand for

virtual test environment for business processes. The testing of business processes takes place

using understandable models created for this purpose. Computer-based simulation, analysis

and comparison of such models can be used as the basis for preparing changes in business

processes outside the actual business operations. This reduces potential risks and the cost of



changes in business processes. Testbed provides powerful methodologies and software tools

for this purpose (see www.telin.nl/testbed). The Testbed tools and methods have been

validated in practice in a large number of pilot studies in financial services. The functionality

is constantly being enhanced using feedback from actual practice. In this section we describe

the Testbed methodology and tool support.

4.1 Methodology

Testbed provides an accessible handbook as well as powerful tools. The handbook contains a

systematic approach to analysing and (re)designing business processes. The computer tools

in Testbed Studio support this approach. The methodological support starts with a

clarification of business questions, critical success factors and change objectives. These

objectives form the starting point for step-by-step modelling and analysis of current business

processes. The models can be built, analysed and validated using tools. The methodology

guides the systematic design of new and alternative business processes given the proposed

innovation objectives. Furthermore such new models are the basis of impact-of-change

analysis and a preparation of a migration, implementation and change programme. Each step

is enhanced with best practices and learning experiences. See also [12] who are working on a

handbook for organisational processes.

4.1.1 Modelling support is essential for design and analysis

One needs insight in the essence of business processes and business networks to design

successful (networked) processes. This insight is also needed to set-up the requirements for

the enabling IT for such inter-company co-operation. Such understanding can be achieved by

modelling the essence of (networked) business processes. We have developed an

architectural business modelling language with tool support for modelling, analysis and

redesign functionality to get a grip on meaning of and coherence between complex inter-

company business processes. We argue that in this way one can also analyse the flexibility

and potential redesign opportunities into new processes and networks.

The business modelling language we developed allows to easily model the essentials of

networked business processes in a clear and precise way. The modelling language enables a

business consultant to present the following essential business process issues:

 who are involved (the actors);

 which activities are carried out (the behaviour);

 which data/products are involved in the activities (the items).

Figure 2 shows a simple example of networked business processes. The same modelling

elements can be used to model (the requirements put on) supporting IT-sytems.

 The modelling language also provides simple options for describing process roles, resources

and capacities. Typical details of process activities can be added using profiles. Profiles are

predefined structured data sets which can be attached to specific modelling elements. An

eamples of a profile is action characterizer: who (which entity) is performing the activities,

whether an activity belongs to core, support or management processes, whether the activity is

performed manually, with IT support or fully automated. Other profiles concern organisation

reporting relationships, process costing data or process performance. One should only attach

those profiles needed for specific modelling and analysis purposes. These profiles can be

used by the developed tool to functionally and quantitatively analyse and visualize the

meaning of business process models.
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Figure 2: From top to bottom: Actors involved in claim handling and information exchange;

Claim handling process; legend with meaning of modelling elements.

Testbed allows to model, analyse and redesign core and support processes. All typical

business situations can be modelled and analysed precisely. Models can be made at different

levels of detail. Testbed models are management instruments for guidance, planning and

changes.

4.1.2 Tool support

 Tool support is evidently needed in model-based business process engineering. The Testbed-

tool supports easy construction of business models. These models can be simulated (step-by-

step). Simulation not only shows clearly how the business process is executed but can also be

used to compare alternatives. The business consultant can also correct design errors before

they cause any harm. For instance various scenarios can be analysed on a ‘what-if’ basis.

 These scenarios can also be analysed in terms of completion times, costs and critical paths.

Attaching and filling in the appropriate profiles can do this. Operations management research

principles are known to be used to quantitatively compute, predict and in restricted ways

optimize the performance of operational and logistic processes to achieve higher process

efficiency. We integrated some of these techniques in our methodology and tool studio [9].



 The models can be analyzed on static characteristics. The tools provide support for all the

questions a business consultant has to deal with. For instance there are options for showing

who performs which activities, which activities take longer than e.g. ‘fifteen minutes’, and

which activities provide added value, etc.

In order to support business processes using for example workflow management [10] one

requires rigorous analysis in advance. Incorrect design decisions can lead to the wrong kind

of services or financial risks. It may then take a long time to rebuild relationships with

customers and repair business processes and records. Testbed provides specific analysis

support for such automation programmes in the form of model checking [8]. This tool

identifies design errors in the business process models.

Models are often used to plan a migration path from the current business process to the new

process. First one maps out the current situation. Then one uses this to define the essentials of

the process as the basis for various potential redesigns. One can easily establish such a

sequence of business models in Testbed using a repository. This will serve as a simple

version management tool when phasing in changes to processes and of course as a navigation

tool through the actual sequence of models. The same repository can be used at a finer

granularity to save and reuse business model components (for component based model

design [1]).

4.2 Implementation

Models can also function as a uniform specification for the actual (technical) realisation of

the change trajectory. The modelling language contains an accurately defined meaning

(semantics) and is thus much more than a drawing technique alone. This enables that relation

between business design, implementation and co-ordination can be clear and straightforward.

Testbed has developed export facilities to workflow management systems and is developing

these to IT-application development environments (e.g. Icase systems) for this purpose.

Basically the translation of design to implementation should be one-to-one. But given the fact

that legacy applications are often coupled into new systems for business network

management the design should at least be able to generate tests suites for the operational

system. 

4.3 From business process engineering to business network engineering

By structuring a model, insight is improved and the complexity remains under control. The

structuring of a network of processes can take place by recognising consecutive stages in

behaviour or by clustering contributions of the participating actors (within a company or a

chain of companies). In this way the roles of different processes and/or parties can be clearly

visualized and reconsidered. A high-level model can thus be made to determine the

relationships between several parties or company departments. It is also possible is to make a

more detailed description of a relevant part by elaborating its model. The models are

particularly suited as management tools to illustrate, reason and evaluate the (consequences

of) changes.

In the following figures we illustrate how the design concepts we developed for business

process engineering can be used to business network engineering. Figure 3 shows a different

design of a business network. In this case we have chosen, just for illustration purposes, to

define a role for insurance intermediary to provide clear customer interfacing.

Figure 4 show the internal structure of the PRO-FIT process, illustrating how the detailing a

model takes place.
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4.4 Related work

There are numerous languages and tools available in market and academic research fields 

used for business process engineering. These approaches range from simulation models (e.g.

Arena; [13]), workflow models (e.g. Cosa; [10]), communication protocol models (e.g.

described in Petrinets) organisational communication models (e.g. based on speech-act

theory), approaches stemming from information system design (e.g. Unified Modelling

Language; [15]) and industrial enterprise resource planning (ERP) design and

implementation (e.g. ARIS; [16]). All of these approaches are working their way up to

business process and network engineering by integrating several kinds of modelling concepts

and descriptive functionality to meet the diverse criteria.

We have examined these approaches for our purposes on the criteria set by the Testbed-

consortium. We refer to [7] for a more detailed evaluation. These criteria are functionality,

ease of use, business process engineering suitability and integral methodological and tool

support. Functionality is concerned with expressiveness, structuring possibilities, analysis

features and architectural suitability for business modelling. Ease of use implies that the

business process modelling language should be intuitive and communicable, giving we are

aiming at business analysts or business consultants to build and use models. Business

engineering suitability concerns being able to design, redesign, migrate and realize systems

using a sequence of modells. Furhtermore it concerns language support for component-based

design and sharing of model parts. Methodological support concerns a sort of handbook with

guidelines and documented approached for business process engineering. Integral tool

support must go several steps futher than a simple drawing tool. Business process and

business network engineering demand more extensive support to model, analyse and redesign

complex models. At the time of this examination none of the above approaches statisfied the

requirements set by the Testbed consortium. For this reason we proceeded to develop the

Testbed approach.

5 Additional endeavors

Business network engineering is a greater endeavour than business process engineering [11].

We raise some questions to illustrate this point. With multiple parties involved one can

question who is the boss or whether one party can overrule another and thereby disturb the

functioning of the network. More so, are costs and benefits spread equally? What is the best

co-ordination paradigm? The end customer expects a certain service at a certain cost but are

all the partners in the chain aware of this performance/cost ratio? To meet such performance

it is essential to set clear service level agreements for each process in the network. A network

is as strong as its weakest link, so how trustworthy are the links? How does one manage

buffers?

Finally, one can increase the profitability of a business network only by knowing the costs of

the different business management models. To make design decisions there is a need for

business network engineering principles relating profitability and sustainability to measurable

parameters such as product cycle-time, product velocity, cash flow, number of links, number

of partners, number of suppliers.

Quality management is of crucial importance to attract and keep customers. Quality in

financial services refers to timeliness of services with guaranteed service levels. In business

networks quality management is a great endeavour. Not only the networked customer-to-

customer core processes must be monitored and guided for proper quality. Also support and

management processes within the different links of the network, which influence the core

process indirectly, must ensure the desired quality benchmark. There is a great inter-

dependence between the different links in the business network which makes quality

management a major task when setting up a networked business. The whole network is more



than the sum of the independent processes. Each process has its own responsibility, has its

own service level agreement but more so is responsible for its contribution to the whole

network and must react properly to dynamically changing situations and point out the

consequences to other processes in the network. It is obvious that quality must be a design

issue in business network (re)engineering projects. Total quality management is achieved by

a portfolio of reengineering projects in which the guaranteed service levels to the end-

customer of the network is ensured in the different links of the network (without numerous

double-checks on quality).

Articulation of the firm’s strategy for business network (re)design is of crucial importance.

This needs to be creative and clear. Is operational efficiency the most important innovation

objective or does the firm go for specialization and will take on a specific process in a

network. Does the firm work with several actors or a selected few? Can certain processes at

the customer or supplier be overtaken or vice versa to achieve a win/win situation in the total

network? Effectiveness of business process networks ultimately depends upon choosing a

role and teaming business relationships with high quality business partners. These are

management decisions. The presented modelling principles in this article help envision the

scenario’s and make the implementation path and operational characteristics of the

networked processes and supporting IT systems more predictable.
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